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A means for filtering or throttling down the extent of posts that a social media user sees from specific 
individuals on a content/news feed on their timeline.  
BACKGROUND 
The flood of posts from certain people that can over-notify anyone that has "friended" this enthusiastic 
member and their "newsfeed". The newsfeed is where posts from everyone that the person has friend will 
be collected and shown in a type of timeline. The content from a single enthusiastic person can just 
overwhelm this feed. It just clogs it with a lot of irrelevant junk" content. On most of the social media sites, 
it is possible to "UNFRIEND" or "BLOCK" the enthusiastic person, but then no posts would be received 
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DESCRIPTION 
Social media platforms such as Facebook, Snapchat, Instagram, Twitter, and Myspace have been a great 
way for friends and family to stay in touch and keep-up with the events in people's lives. A problem with 
all the great interaction is that there may be a great deal of posts generated by just a single enthusiastic 
member that wants to share everything in his or her life from the most mundane to the most important. 
For example: getting pictures of meals that the person is cooking ... things like that. Every person that 
has "friended" this person can be overwhelmed with notifications that the enthusiastic poster has 
generated. Flooding the "timeline" with content that may not be of real interest to other parties; while 
well intentioned, the posts can almost come to feel like nuisances. The present invention uses an 
algorithm to filter or reduce the posts from a particular person, but not cut them off completely. In 
other words, the person that friended the enthusiastic person still wants to maintain contact, but not 
receive all their posts -- just much fewer of them. This is accomplished by applying some type of 
algorithm. Example: Simple Numerical Count Filtering:  
1) Only send through every third post from a person; and  
2) Only send through 1 post (per a certain # of hours, per day or per week) from a person 
Example where content is rated:  
1) Use the "LIKE" feature, to only send through posts that have received a certain 
number of LIKEs from other people;  
2) User a ratio of "LIKE" to "Views". For example, if there were 50 views and 50 likes, 
then this might be extraordinary content and should be sent through. If there were only 
50 views and 10 likes, then the content might be mediocre and could be filtered.  
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3) It may be possible for the content generator to self-rate their content. For example, 
"mundane, trivial, important, exciting, interesting, etc." and then the algorithm could 
filter against these tags; and the invention applies FILTERS to specific individuals to 
reduce the number of notifications and content that gets presented. 
The best implementation of this invention would be that the social media platform would provide filtering 
tools that could applied separately to each person that the person has friended. So all post from one 
friend could be sent through, while only 1 in 3 posts from a different friend get through. 
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